BCTC Approval Process for Internally Generated Curriculum Development Proposals (8/17/07)

*If a proposal is not approved at any stage, it is referred back to the previous approving body.
*Proposals will be tracked by the Curriculum Administrative Assistant (CAA) on the Curriculum Webpage.

Note 1: Division Assistant Dean notifies CAA of approval and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 2: Gen Ed Committee Chair notifies CAA of approval and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 3: CRC Chair notifies CAA and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 4: BCTC System Senate Council Member notifies CAA of approval and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 5: CAO notifies CAA of approval and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 6: Faculty Council Secretary notifies CAA of approval and sends revised proposal if applicable
Note 7: New Credentialed Programs must be approved by the KCTCS Board of Regents